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To Mr M Mc Dunphy

Dircetor

Buscan F
Mil History

Dear Michael
I got enclosed from

Geraldine Dillon this morning
in septy

to my

lettas IC all Inland plans.

As
you see,

it is rather
unsatisfactory

-
meeting

so perhaps. But it has a certain

is
valuer and should h added to the archives.

Re Maynooth,
I

myself
heard a

track before the Rising that, if ousted from Dublin,

the Vol garrison
was to fall

back on Maynooth

College and occupyis.
I see that this D. corrol-

orates this.

In 1920 when I was aprisoner

in Griffith Barracks for some weeks,
I became



my intimate inth an English amy office

there. I 1916 he told me he was on the HQ

Staff
on the Weston from,

and news J the Rising

created consternation there. For one thing,
he

said, the English army
was new at any

time

during
the was so hard pressed for men,

and

he stresses the face
that if

we had held out

for 6 or 8 weeks the British would be forced

to withdraw every
soldier from

Ireland and

would have made a settlement. Reading

Mrs Des letter it looks as if her
brother (who

was evidence responsible for
the place of the

Rising)
foresaw

this - attribute to his

strategic knowledge
&

efficiency,

done
yer

things?

Regards Pincers

Richard Hayes
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15. 10. 47

Dear Da Hayes,

as
you already know, the position was so

desperate that it was very tiller use making

plans for
all Ireland until the measure

of
success of the Dublin plans

could be

ascertained However, there were discursions

about plans,
which depended

almost

entirely

on what the enemy
would do about Dublin

& what happened
there. For instance, if the

English army, as soon as they
heard about

Dublin, occupied
all large

buildings
not in the possession of

the I.R.A,

it would
not be any

use for
the I.R.A.

to make future plans
to do so & so on

The original plans for
the whole country

were,
to occupy large building

in

strategic positions
& the idea was that

white these were in IRA possession
the

English
could not consider that they

were occupying
Ireland & would have



to attack these points, with all their

defence
advantage, before taking any

other steps,
the possibility of using

the

Shannon,
not usually

used as a means

of
transport

& communication,
was

discussed,
as it would

have the element

of suprise
but all the

large
boats on it had

been taken away

at the beginning of the

war this was disastrous to the plan which

would
have had a particular

pount,

The demonstration of
intelligence & education

& a knowledge of strategy, any
evidence

of
which was

known to have an
upsetting

effect

on the English
Army -

There was of
course,

the plan
to

fall
back

on maynooth
&

to
defend

the whole
clock
ofbuildings

& to disregard
the fury

which this

would provoke
amongst

the Bishops,

who would undoubtedly
denounce

the I.R.A. (but
they

denounced them
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Any way) The bother about this was

that artillery
could be used

freely against

maynooth
& so the advantages of fighting

in the capital
would be thrown away.

you
will Remember that if was known that

General Friend, the commander in Dublin, had

expressed
the view that in no case was Dublin

to be attacked
& leveled as if it were an

enemy
city - he regarded

N as a confession

of failure of English
rule in Ireland Even

though
he was on holidays in England

during holy
week,

& that he never returned

to his command,
the change of policy

involved a delay without
which the G.P.O

would not have held out for
a day -

The official English
View of an Irish Rebellion

was of six bloody fools in a field

surrounded by
machine

guns
- If

the

Irish were not bloody fools,
Ireland

could not be held.
Plans made on

these
premissis always

look trivial



at a later date d sometimes are also

of

such
a character

as that
once done, they

are obvious
to everyone.

But they may

not be obvious at the time to the enemy
&

it was known to the military
council that

an I.R.A rebellion would be expected by

the English army
to take the form of marching

out of
Dublin

to take to the hills. Even

high officers
in the IRA

had the same

views & Joe
had a

job

with some of them

to argue
them

out of
it Connolly

backed

him & his backing
settled

the matter. The

others
were afraid of

being
caught

like

Rats in a trap amongst
the streets &

they
had a fantastic

idea of
the accuracy

of big guns
- Of

machine guns, they

though
that they

mowed you
down

& when they found
this was not so they

were terribly
surprised.

In O'Connell St on Easter Monday, the
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manager of
the Imperial Hotel telephoned

to William Martin Murphy
& was told that

the military would put a big gun
in

the Dublin mountains
which would blow

rep
the G.P.O & he was

quite
happy

about

if he never thought
his hotel would

be hit generally speaking,
this was public

opinion,
in the IRA & Out of it & it

Required quite
a bit of study of strategy

to get
rid of

such provincialism
a capt

Kinsman,
an intelligence officer

in the castle(& theauthor of
a book on tactics)

was a tenant of my
mother's,

& it gave

Joe a good
deal of

courage
in making

his plans
to know that it was against

such hidebound
& limited

men as this,

that he was pitting

his brains.

He was also counting
on being offered

unexpected help,

(transport etc)
both

from sincere

cowards
(Nationalists)

& from completely

dishonest people, if
the German attack



came off
in

may
as planned

& that in

consequence
the English

were not able to

attack
in

force - If this had been the

case, he thought that
the English

might
even withdraw

most of their forces from
Ireland & that

I would require
a

reconquest
as an

alternative to reconquest
he thought they

night

offer to
repeal the act

of
union - St would

require
at least three mouths I.R.A

success to do this, as
you

also know,

In Easter Saturday,
the Volunteers had no

idea
of

how
far

Hobson had succeeded
in

sending
out

countermanding
orders

but up
to Friday they

had no reason to

suppose
that they would not have the

measure of
success which

justified
their

action. After
that

they
either had to act or

rum away
& they

could not rum
away-

in afraid
eve written too

generally - but all

lans depended on holding
Dublin.

See you sometime, I hope. Yours sincerely
Geraldine Dillon.


